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Nomads Abstract:

Nomads is an NFT-based travel community for the modern traveler (i.e. Nomadic workers /
travelers / adventurers), with web3 travelers being one major sub-set of this.

We want to provide a place for like-minded travelers to congregate & collaborate, and we will
give extra enticements for participation via rewards, giveaways, special access & alpha, etc. We
will also tie Nomads closely to the TripRecs app, for long-term special privileges and utility.

We see web3 as a major cohort of travelers that live out member personal and our use-cases
day in & day out, and are, thereby, highly likely to find strong use in what we’re doing.. Hence
activating the web3 community via an NFT here in the first place.

There are so many web3 use cases for our platform, e.g. web3 events block hotel bookings
(which we can drive via concierge services, in addition to via our automation), pre/post event
travel for attendees, Nomadic remote-work getaway, etc. We’re excited to explore & collaborate!

Nomads (Native) Utility Rundown:



Nomads Gen0 ‘The Basics’:

● Chain: Solana
● Supply: 555
● Price: 0.5 SOL
● Launchpad: Magic Eden
● Art / Structure: Generative set of x3 base characters + x3 1/1s

Why Solana: Most of our team are long-term / deep crypto/web3 inhabitants; two of which have
spent years in Solana and have made it home. Solana was an easy choice to get this started.

—------------------------------------

How Nomads x TripRecs intertwine (Nomads > TripRecs Utility):
What owning a GEN-0 Nomads gets you with TripRecs

1. TripRecs Discounts
- Nomads holders will get a TBD discount on TripRecs bookings; holders of 5+

Nomads will get a higher discount

2. Special Access / Channels
- Special Discord access + direct Nomads / TripRecs team access

3. Early Beta Access
- Early / initial access to TripRecs private beta release

4. Referrals / Bounties
- Increased referral bonuses / incentives for holders



And we will also offer:

1. First Looks
- First look (i.e. OG status) for our later coming Gen-1 drop

2. Post-Mint Giveaways
- To be announced, immediate-post-mint giveaways

Thank you for reading! Please consult any of these if you have questions / comments:

Nomads Twitter: https://twitter.com/NomadsTR
TripRecs Twitter: https://twitter.com/triprecsapp
Discord: https://discord.gg/NS6dy3Sk

The content and terms of the Gen0 Nomads NFTs and any other matters related to the
NFTs may change from time to time in the sole discretion of the company. If any changes
are made, our company will post the content of the changes on the site and in our
standard communication channels listed (above) on the last page hereto.
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